Ebenezer – Thus far the Lord has helped us!
“Then Samuel took a stone and set it up between Mizpah and Shen, and called its
name Ebenezer, saying, Thus far the Lord has helped us.” – 1 Samuel 7:12
The prophet Samuel recognized God’s guiding hand and was quick to mark this
moment and make sure it would not be forgotten. It is easy to forget the way God
has guided us in the past. I think it would be helpful to raise Ebenezer’s today. We
may not literally take a stone, but marking a special moment by reflecting and
thanking God truly gives confidence and strength for the future.
Silvia and I raised an Ebenezer about 10 years ago when we got married - which
included an actual literal stone, but that is a story I will need to tell another time. We
recognized that God had guided us so far, and we placed our lives together into
His hands. It is now 2013 and we look back on 10 years of ministry together. A lot has
happened in these 10 years. Exciting projects with various people in various places
fills my memory - from studying the Bible in the homes of people, to evangelistic
meetings throughout Europe, to foreign mission trips. Challenging moments come
to memory, like when we were not allowed to continue our meetings in a rented
hall because we had too many people attend, or when we were robbed of all our
equipment in Africa, or when an earthquake hit the city we were working in. And
yet it is in these moments of utter dependence that we recall some of our most precious memories. God turned what seemed to be a defeat into a blessing. Precious
souls found their way to Jesus!
Over the last 10 years we have been privileged to witness many people joining
God’s movement. And all along the journey, while we were teaching others, we
were learning most ourselves - lessons that are not taught in the classroom, but in
the field of mission service. The last few years it was been our privilege to pass on
some of these lessons to fresh youth entering into the service of God. Being involved
in exciting mission initiatives in Scandinavia and abroad makes me want to raise an
Ebenezer. Truly the Lord has helped us so far! And He has helped us through you!
If it were not for your prayers and financial support Living Water Ministry would not
exist. We want to take this opportunity to mark this moment and thank
you from all our hearts for making it possible for us to keep spreading
the gospel and the Advent message all around the world. Over the
years the financial support of individuals like you has kept Living
Water Ministry going. We look forward to more exciting projects
that will bring the kingdom of God closer to earth, and prepare a
people for the coming of Jesus. Thank you for partnering with us to
make this happen. Thus far the Lord has helped us!

By Silvia Pel
We are living in a secular society.
Religion has almost become a swear
word. Faith is considered weakness an utopian support for those who do
not manage on their own. Few want
to admit their need of God.
Nevertheless, the Bible reveals that
God has placed eternity in the heart
of every human being - a longing for
their origin, the Creator. In the depth
of every soul there is a void, which
nothing but Jesus can fill. For many,
though, this longing is suppressed by
all kinds of distractions.
But even though many will not admit their spiritual need, there are certain
needs they cannot deny. If the body is
aching, or a close relative is diagnosed
with cancer - it is something tangible
you cannot run away from. The health
sector is pressed, and many do not find

the help they are searching for. Painkillers do not give any lasting relief.
The Biblical worldview is holistic. All aspects are included, determining
the quality of life. The physical aspect cannot be separated from the mental, social or spiritual dimension. The ministry of Jesus here on earth is the
best example of a holistic approach to the needs of humanity. He demonstrated care for both soul and body.
During the autumn of 2012 we taught at the Matteson Mission School.
It was a blessing to see the eagerness of the students to learn more about
health and spiritual topics - and their zeal to put the knowledge into practise.
Health-expo is an amazing tool to come in contact with people, “showing
them sympathy, ministering to their needs and winning their confidence”.
The spring of 2012 we held some health and Bible meetings in Mysen
together with the Matteson Mission School. We had several guests from
the community visiting. I got to know an elderly couple in particular. They
expressed their appreciation of the meetings. However, the woman confided that she had been diagnosed with cancer. We exchanged thoughts
and counsels on diet and lifestyle, and I gave her a bag of artemisia - a bitter herb which has helped several cancer patients. Around New Year I got
an unexpected message from a deeply thankful lady: She had tried to live
healthy and faithfully drunken the herb tea - and her health had amazingly
improved. And best of all: She gave all glory to God! It is a blessing to be
Gods extended hand in reaching out to a suffering humanity.
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And they continued steadfastly in the
lowship, in the breaking of bread, and
daily with one accord in the temple, a
house to house, they ate their food wi
of heart, praising God...
-Acts 2:42,47

By Silvia Pel
The Book of Acts is such an inspiring book!
From a small group of people, kindled by the
flame of the Holy Spirit, the gospel spread to
the then known world in one generation.
What was the secret behind the explosive growth? The first chapters reveal that
the believers were of one accord - they
spent time together in prayer, study of
Gods Word and in fellowship.
The autumn of 2012 we got a taste of
the fellowship of the apostles in different
countries. It was an intense period with
new countries every weekend - a wonderful diversity of unique inspiration-weekends!
In the end of August we went back
to a church in Holland, where we had
a meeting-series in 2007. It was inspiring
to meet some of those who visited the
meeting-series at that time - now as active members. The program consisted of
a combination of Biblical topics, children

apostles’ doctrine and feld in prayers... So continuing
and breaking bread from
ith gladness and simplicity

programs, health-presentations and food-demos. It was directed towards seekers, as well as established believers.
Another weekend which comes to mind, was the inspiration-weekend in Copenhagen. In the beginning of 2012 the Adventist Church of Copenhagen organized a
seminar called “After 2012 - What will the Future Hold?” A few years ago, there were
only a few members left in the historic church, central in the capital of Denmark.
They worked hard to keep the church alive, but were in need of younger support
and new blood. Today the SDA church of Copenhagen is an active and blossoming
church with more than doubled membership. Daniel spoke to a packed church on
the topic: “Caught in the Crossfire - the Great Controversy and you”.
This topic was also the theme of the following inspiration weekend with the
Matteson Mission School. “The Core of the Controversy” - a meeting which shed
new light on the law of God, was revolutionary for many. “The Truth About Temptation - Self-Control in an Out of Control World” was also very relevant and thought
provoking. “Where are You?” popped the lies of the Devil about the character of
God. “My Dream and His Dream” illustrated our dependence on God. “The Hardest Prayer” illustrated what it means to pray “Your will be done”. You can listen to
the whole seminar on www.livingwater.no!
Space does not allow a detailed description of all the inspiration weekends,
but we will close by thanking God for the transforming power of the Word, and all
the wonderful people we have got to know.
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By Daniel Pel
Throughout the fall and winter of 2012 we had the privilege to visit the
land of the Reformation (Germany) a few times. Some of the places where
I had speaking appointments were close to historical sites that remind us of
what happened in the 14-16 hundreds. Martin Luther was a central figure
that triggered a generation to return back to the teachings of Scripture
and defy the traditions of the Church of Rome. He motivated people to
look solely to the Bible for guidance and solely to Christ for salvation. This is
something that is still needed today. We are walking in the footsteps of the
Reformers and are called to point people to the Word of God that never
fails. Reading the history of the Reformation is very inspiring and motivates
to continue to lift the banner of truth planting it across the European continent, and the world at large. “The Great Controversy”, a book written by
Ellen White, remains my favorite on the reformation and aftermath. It draws
us into the picture and shows how we are all called to be part of what
Gods Spirit is doing today. Though we feel inferior to the great men of the
past, we are privileged to do our little part in calling people out of darkness
and into the marvelous light of the gospel.
The invitation had come for us to spend a week in Stadroda, a small
town in Turingen (Germany). Invitations went out inviting the public to a
series of presentations on Bible prophecy. Guests came each evening

and through our conversations we would learn of their background and
spiritual journey. A very friendly Catholic couple came faithfully and they
opened up to us, expressing how the Bible was coming alive for them.
During the studies we looked at the history of Christianity in its various stages. First the Church was formed, but it didn’t take long till a deformation
took place, which lasted many centuries, also known as the dark ages.
The deformation was followed by a reformation as truth was rediscovered. Finally the world will experience a restoration, which we are called
to be part of. As I indentified these phases I also pointed out the religious
systems at work to counterfeit the purpose and plan of God for His movement. We prayed that the truth of history and prophecy would not cause
people to be offended, but rather warned, awakened, and ultimately
drawn to Jesus. By Gods grace we sensed from the conversations with our
new friends that this was exactly what was happening.
Another couple, with an evangelical background, attended the
meetings and I remember the excitement they expressed when they
heard about Gods Sabbath. When they had learned about the change
man had made by moving the sanctity of Gods appointed day from Sabbath (Saturday) to Sunday they were absolutely amazed. That very evening they decided to embrace Gods 4th commandment and keep the
Biblical Sabbath! This is truly a truth that is part of Gods final restoration.

Gods movement in the end of time is characterized as keeping the commandments of God (Revelation 12:17), and this includes the 4th commandment, that starts with the word “remember”. Sadly this commandment has been forgotten by the world at large, including a large majority
of Christianity. The Reformation must indeed continue.
During our visit in Stadroda we had the privilege of visiting the Wartburg castle, where Martin Luther was taken after he had stood before the
Diet (religious authorities of the church of Rome) at Worms in 1521. His life
was threatened as he had denied recanting his writings against the tyranny, oppression, and unscriptural claims of the Church of Rome. Though
he had been promised safety on coming before the diet, Rome was determined to crush out the life of this reformer before his influence would
spread. Frederick of Saxony, in favor of Martin Luther, secretly organized
a plan to protect the life of this monk. As Luther travelled from Worms, he
was suddenly abducted and brought to Wartburg castle. No one had
any clue where he was. It was here that in all seclusion Luther translated
the New Testament so the people could read the Scriptures in their own
language. Walking through the rooms of the castle, I imagined what it all
must have been like for Luther. Not knowing the future he placed his trust
and confidence in God and did not allow the circumstances to prevent
him from spreading the light. What a lesson for us today!
We climbed the tower of the Wartburg castle and enjoyed a spectacular view from the top. We looked across the forest surrounding the
castle and saw villages in the distance. Autumn had come, turning the
leaves into a variety of colors. The beauty of the scene was mingled

with a sense of solemnity of the moment. Much of what the Reformation had taught and upheld had been lost. The awakening of men and
women that studied the Scriptures for themselves, seeking to know God,
seemed a chapter of history so far removed from any present reality.
And yet we are called to walk in their footsteps, but more than that, to
be part of a final restoration of truth. Right on the top of that tower we
decided to pray for this to be a reality in our lives. At that moment three
of us were there, as other people had left the tower. Just as we knelt in
prayer, a couple came to the top and saw us kneel down. The next moment they both knelt beside us and asked if they could join us in prayer!
Our prayers united as we asked for the spirit of the Reformation to return.
I could sense that the prayer of our new friends was so sincere and it
filled my heart with joy. Sometimes we feel lonely in our journey. Walking
around the castle, I had wondered how many people really understood
the significance of this place. Now God had lead us in contact with a
couple that were there for a special reason. Truly a divine appointment!
When Martin Luther stood before the Diet in Worms, he uttered these
famous words: “Unless I am convinced by the testimony of the Scriptures
or by clear reason, for I do not trust either in the pope or in councils alone,
since it is well known that they have often erred and contradicted themselves, I am bound by the Scriptures I have quoted and my conscience is
captive to the Word of God. I cannot and will not recant anything, since
it is neither safe nor right to go against conscience. Here I stand, I can do
no other. May God help me. Amen.” May we take our stand today on
the clear revealed Word of God! It will certainly not fail us.
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By Silvia Pel
None of us would have dreamed of such a response. The Ekebyholm School teemed with life under IMPACT Scandinavia - a youth
conference held in Sweden from December 27, 2012 to January 1,
2013. More than 400 participants were gathered to be inspired and
equipped to ‘finish the work’.
Even though the conference first and foremost was directed towards
youth in Scandinavia, the news reached further. More than 20 nations
were represented - and from Romania they came with a bus of 60 youth!
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The fellowship was dynamic, with so many youth from different nationalities represented. Many young people miss a spiritual network.
You can feel quite lonely in your faith if you daily are in an environment
indifferent to religion. It is a challenge to keep the light burning amid
moral darkness. You can be tempted to think you are alone, and that
it is necessary to lower your standard in order to fit into the group.

The aim of the conference reached further than making friendships and enjoying a spiritual environment. It was a strong focus on
personal, spiritual revival - in order to pass it on. We are set as lights
in this world. We are called to make an impact in peoples lives and
touch the world with Gods love and truth.
Derrek Morris shared strong, personal testimonies connected to the
spiritual battle revealed in Gods Word. Jesse Zwiker inspired to true,
Hebrew thinking, where knowledge is interpreted as a practical application and experience. Reidar Kvinge gave a historic-prophetic
overview in his presentation “Gods Prophetic Clock”, and showed
how God has used people throughout time to carry a special and
relevant message. Daniel Pel encouraged heart searching through his
presentation “Immune to the Gospel” and inspired to renewed love,
redemption and victory through the presentation “A New Identity”.
In addition to the main speakers, there were a good selection of
workshops with topics ranging from prophecy, leadership, Christian
psychology, spiritual warfare and prayer to how to study and share
the Bible, recreation, relationships, marriage and health-evangelism.
During the last meeting - the first morning of the New Year - we had
the opportunity to make decisions based on the teaching we had received during the conference. The response was overwhelming: Many
decided to be more active for God, attend a Bible School, join one of
IMPACTs mission trips this summer, or even work full time for God!
On the next two pages you can read a selection of feedback from
participants from different countries. May the Lord water the seeds sown!
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We have updated the website www.livingwater.no with a new
and fresh design, new audio- and video-messages, articles, and
more. So far the page is available in English and Norwegian, but
we do hope to add Swedish, Danish and German soon.
The webpage is adapted as a resource for your own spiritual
development, as well as an outreach tool. Use the opportunity!
Recommending a webpage is an easy way to direct people to
valuable and life-transforming truth.

By Daniel Pel
In our world today millions are asking
the question – Who will make things right?
Our world is confronted with insurmountable challenges on so many different levels,
from the financial instability, to the global
insecurity, to the environmental degradation, and the list could go on. At the same
time we all have our own personal set of
challenges from day to day. Families are
falling apart and loneliness is increasing,
and this in a world of High-Tec communication. Depression is on the rise in a world
where the culture is seeking to gratify every need. The question remains – Who will
make things right? It does not look like there
is a national or foreign policy that provides
lasting solutions for the challenges pressing
in on us. Maybe it is not about getting the
right people, at the right time, in the right offices, to solve all the problems. Maybe the

problem is much deeper than any of us could ever imagine. The Bible points out the
predicament in crystal clear language and for this crisis there is no human solution.
“The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked; who can know it?”
– Jer 17:9. The heart of the matter is a matter of the heart! All problems we face in
the world at large, and on a personal level, have their roots in a heart that has been
alienated from God. And yet we are not left without a cure. God gives us a promise
of what He wants to do once we surrender our lives to Him. “I will give you a new

heart and put a new spirit within you; I will take the heart of stone out of your flesh
and give you a heart of flesh.” – Ezekiel 36:26. And this can only happen because
of the Cross of Jesus Christ. Jesus took our sins upon Himself so He can impart His
grace and healing to us. So we do have an answer to the question – Who will make
it right? At the deepest level it is Jesus! Because the question is so relevant and the
answer is timeless, I decided to title my new Bible prophecy series, held in Canada
this year, “Beyond Tomorrow – Who will make it right?”
January the 9th 2013 we boarded our plane with destination – Vancouver, Canada. With my work of teaching and preaching in different countries, it has become
a routine to fly. Yet this flight offered a spectacular view that engraved itself into my
mind. As we chased the sunset for hours, the sky was lit up with fabulous colors on
the horizon. I could not but thank my heavenly Father for creating this beauty and
allowing me to enjoy it on this long flight. In the midst of a world in chaos God manifests and displays Himself as the one who still holds the reigns in His hands. Creation
affirms this reality for us as we see the fingerprints of our God who keeps our planet
in its perfect orbit. We can have hope beyond tomorrow because He has promised
to make things right! It might not always happen exactly as we expected it and
when we desired it, but the promise stands as a continual assurance.
A few days after our arrival the Bible Prophecy meetings began. The outreach
effort was held in cooperation with White Rock SDA Church and Amazing

Discoveries TV. The first night we did not have as many people as we expected,
but the interest was high. As the week continued we had more people coming,
and by the time we had reached half way through the series our numbers had not
diminished but rather increased. I always remind myself as an evangelist that quality is more important than quantity. The interest remained high and I have seldom
witnessed such an engaged group of people. It was a blessing to talk with people

after the meetings and friendships developed over the course of our time in Canada. Four precious people have already decided that they want to be baptized.
One lady invited us for dinner one evening. She took us to a restaurant and
started sharing her life story. I was listening intently. I had seen her come every
night to the meetings, but now I had the chance to get to know the person
behind the face and name. She told us about the big step of her life in moving from Germany to Canada. The only words she knew in English were “Good
morning” and she arrived in Canada in the evening, but used her only vocabulary immediately when she disembarked the boat! A tough life followed as she
quickly married, but soon figured out that her husband was living a double
life. She had two sons, but one died, causing her to loose hope in the future.
As she told her story my heart went out to her, and I could
see that only one could heal her broken heart. Of all the
stories she told us, and believe me there were many,
one I will never forget. It reveals the love of God and
His tenderness towards us in such a beautiful and
compelling way!
She shared that she came to a point that
she felt lower than she had ever felt. She went
on a boat trip in order to clear the mind but it did

not seem to help. She felt that there was
no purpose for her life to continue. Stepping towards the edge of the large boat
she looked over the railing, thinking that it
would be best to end her life by jumping
into the cold waters. Her life flashed before

her, but she could not see through the dark moments that seemed to press away
any memory of joy. At that very moment, as she was about to jump, a magnificent
whale emerges from the ocean! She looks at this amazing creature with astonishment. As she beholds this incredible scene she is suddenly reminded of the Bible
story of Jonah who tried to flee from God and got swallowed up by the whale! She
told the story in such a way that I could not help but smile. But then another thought
flooded her mind: “God sent this beautiful creature just for me. It is His way of assuring me that He cares and loves me. He has a plan for my life.” I quickly assured her
that God indeed loved her and has a plan for her life. Our conversation continued
until late that evening. One of the last things she told us before we left is that she felt
our time together had given her a new start in life.
We know that we serve a God that wants to guide our paths towards Himself.
Sometimes we can’t see beyond tomorrow and we are compassed with the complexities of life that drag us into hopelessness. We wonder who will make things
right? Creation testifies of a Creator that is still in control. Don’t miss the wonders
around you. Behold His handiwork and let the awe that swells in your heart lead you
to worship Him. He has sent His Son that in taking our sins upon Himself and imparting
His grace to us has made all things right. We are promised a final restoration of all
things when this earth will be recreated in its original beauty. Till that time we can
treasure the sunsets and whales that God reveals to us!
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As related by Edna to Silvia Pel

I grew up in the Philippines. As a family we clung to the Catholic
traditions, but we didn’t have any living experience with God and
His Word. We would go to mass faithfully, but from an early age
I asked myself many questions. I remember looking up to the images in Church - virgin Mary, Jesus and the saints - and my little
mind was wondering: “Why do we pray to these statues? Who are
they - what do they mean?”
We had some very sweet neighbours. They never attended mass,
but each Saturday they would go to the Seventh-day Adventist
Church. It came to a point at the age of 8 that my curiosity found
expression: “Why do you go to church on Saturday? Which God do
you worship?” They invited me to come to a Bible-seminar. I was
thrilled. At last I could get to know more about God and the Bible!
With excitement I went back to my parents. I told them of the invitation of our neighbours. They were not happy at all. “These people are not of our faith”, they explained, “You were born a Catholic, and you will die a Catholic”, they concluded.

But the longing in my heart to know the living God was strong.
Warnings and treats did not avail to keep me back. Every night I
would run away to attend the meetings. I loved it. Night after night
I learned more about Jesus Christ, my Saviour, and I fell in love with
Him. I started to read the Bible. I simply couldn’t get enough.
My parents were enraged over my stubborn disobedience. Every
night, as I would come back from the meetings, they would beat
me with a rod. My body was aching - I was sore and bleeding.
But the love for the truth exceeded the pain, and I faithfully continued to attend the meetings. I loved the stories and the songs.
Knowing Jesus as a personal Saviour was very precious to me.
As the Bible-seminar closed, an appeal was given for baptism. Many
came forward. I was one of them. However, as I was only 9 years
old, they told me I was too young. “But I have learned a lot, I read
my Bible and I want to enter into covenant with Jesus”, I insisted.
They agreed to start one-on-one Bible-studies with me. I was happy!
Shortly before the day of the baptism I had an amazing dream.
I saw a ladder reaching all the way from earth to heaven. In the
end of the ladder there was a bright light. At the base of the ladder I saw an intense scene of faithful people holding up the Bible,
while angry men were seeking to harm them and burn the holy
book. I later learned it was a vision of the faithful martyrs of God.

As I woke up I was greatly impressed. I told the dream to my neighbours, and they read to me the story of Jacobs ladder. I had never
heard that story before.
However, my parents despised the dream. In order to prevent my
baptism, they rubbed all my nice clothes in mud, that I wouldn’t
have anything to wear. I poured out my heart to God. Early in the
morning, I sneaked away only in my shorts. I made my way to the
river where the baptism would take place - and what a joy, I entered into covenant with Jesus that Sabbath day!
Things didn’t become any easier at home after my baptism. My
parents took me out of school and made me work hard. They required me to sell vegetables on the Sabbath. I would run away
every Sabbath and be beaten as I came home in the evening.
My parents started to only buy the kind of foods they knew was
unclean, like pork and crabs. I refused to eat the unclean meat,
and my meals consisted of only rice and salt. It was a trying challenge for a little girl. I cried out to the Lord - and He heard my cry!
Our neighbours saw that I was suffering. The Lord used them to
rescue me from the abuse. The woman had a sister living in the
mountains. She told her about my situation, that I wanted to go to
school and to live out my faith. They decided to keep me in hiding
in the mountains for a year and later to provide schooling for me.

In the mountains I learned a lot, like planting rice. I enjoyed the
freedom to live out my faith and to learn more about God and
His creation. After about a year another sister of the family came
to visit. She was living in Manila. “I like this little girl”, she said, and
asked if I would go with her to Manila to go to school. Going to
school was always my dream, and I accepted. But for fear of being found by my biological parents, I changed my name. The time
in Manila was not without trials, but I would continually pray to
God: “Lead me, Lord - wherever you guide me, you will give me
power to be”.
Five years had passed from my baptism and the flight to the mountains. In the meanwhile my biological parents had charged the
neighbours with kidnapping, and it had become quite a big courtcase. They were threatening our neighbours with imprisonment.
About the same time my foster-parents in Manila had got an opportunity to go to Canada, and they had left me behind.
At this time my biological parents found out where I was staying,
and they came to get me. When I saw them, I didn’t even recognize them. I had so many traumatic memories, so I guess to protect
myself I had just repressed my childhood.
My biological parents told they were born again Christians now,
and promised I would be allowed to go to school if I would come
home with them. My emotions resisted, but at the same time I knew
it was not Gods will to hold any grudge. My parents also needed to
see and experience Gods love. So I accepted.
In short, some hard years followed - years of hard work and abuse.
Still I endeavoured to remain loyal to God and my family. At times I
would go to school from 6 am to 2 pm, followed by work from 3 pm
to midnight. I was able to earn enough money to build my family a
wooden house. Before that we lived in a straw hut.

I struggled to get enough money to continue my education. One
day a friend told me that she could get me a job where I could
earn the needed money in just a week. I was excited. She told me
to meet her Saturday night. “You have to look pretty - and wear a
short skirt”, she added. I found that a strange remark. I was young
and innocent. I didn’t know what I was getting myself into. As I
met my friend Saturday night, she took me to a dark place. I will
spare you for the rest of the details, but it was an immoral place hell itself. I cried out to the Lord: “Rescue me from this place. Your
Spirit cannot abide here!” He protected me, and by Gods grace
I was able to rescue my friend as well, as a brand plucked out of
the fire.
Twelve years passed from my baptism. Suddenly one day I received a letter from my foster-mum in Canada. I had not heard
from her for years. She asked if I would come to Canada. I was
excited!
Once more I experienced a miracle of the Lord. In order for me to
be accepted into Canada, I had to pass an interview to test my
language skills. I couldn’t speak English. Before the examination, I
worked hard to learn a few words and sentences. I prayed to the
Lord for wisdom and guidance. The first questions I answered with
the few standard sentences I had learnt, but as we came to the
close of the interview, a question was asked which I had no idea
how to answer. I sat like paralysed, sweating. “Don’t you hear
me, open your mouth”, the interviewer yelled. I prayed. Earnestly.
And then opened my mouth. A flow of words ran from my lips. I
have no clue what I said, but as I ended the interviewer shook my
hand and said: “You have passed - you may go to Canada!” My
heart was beating with joy unspeakable and deep thankfulness
to God.

I didn’t know what challenges would meet me in a Western country, though. The first year of my stay in Canada I would rather forget. Sure, I was brought in contact with people of my denomination, but sad to say the life they lived was not pure. They lead me
into worldly entertainment, drinking and partying. I am ashamed
to say that I denied my Lord who had worked so many miracles
in my life. The dangers of affluence and success are many times
greater than the trials of poverty and persecution.
But my heavenly Father pursued me with His love. He lead me to
ACTS - a GYC conference in Canada. The powerful preaching
touched me deeply, and I renewed my allegiance to the Lord.
Filled with gratitude for Gods faithfulness towards me, the desire
to in turn pursue my family with Gods love grew stronger. Together
with a group of friends, we started to plan for a mission trip to
the Philippines. The Lord blessed and confirmed our vision, and
we have had the privilege to go three times to share the good
news with my people. It thrills my heart to relate to you that my
mum and other family members have accepted Jesus as their
Lord and been baptized as Seventh Day Adventists.
A few months ago I was asked to work for Amazing Discoveries a Christian, SDA TV station. I am forever thankful for how the Lord
has lead in my life and feel privileged to be involved in this ministry
reaching out to thousands with the good news of the gospel.

